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Abstract: Commercial solar cells can be embedded between textile layers by laminating to harvest
energy in e-textile applications. However, techniques for connecting conductive textile wires to
flexible and solid solar cells have not been studied in depth. Based on the literature and experimental
validation, this study proposes a stitching connection technique for solar textiles. The feasibility of
stitching was experimentally validated. First, the textile wires were joined to flexible solar cells by
stitching with a sewing machine, and then embedded between fabric layers with TPU-lamination to
simulate a real set-up in e-textile application. The machine washing durability of textile solar cell
components with stitch-connected conductive textile wires was successfully verified.
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1. Introduction

Among the many studies on solar textiles, the solar textile model is the best fit for
the purpose of commercial production (Figure 1). Commercial solar cells are designed
to be placed under the textile, replacing the solar cell integrated above the textile, and
incorporating the principle of light passing through the fabric to reach the solar cell [1].
In existing solar textiles, the connection technology between solar cells and textile wires
has not been sufficiently researched. Although the conductivity of some methods is very
good, the operation steps are cumbersome and difficult to produce commercially. As in
all electrical connections in e-textile applications, they must tolerate bending and twisting
without breaking. Moreover, most techniques make the recyclability of the materials
difficult after their life has ended. This study attempts to solve the problem of connecting
solar cells to textile threads for the mass production of more sustainable solar textiles. It
will facilitate research on solar textiles, which are expected to replace embedded batteries
with solar cells within applications of e-textiles.
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Figure 1. Schematic of light passing through fabric to a solar cell.
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2. Preparation of Samples

The connection samples were produced using a sewing machine (Figure 2). According
to earlier studies of solar textiles [1,2], the textile wires were first connected to the solar
cells and then embedded to the textile through TPU encapsulation (Figure 3). According to
earlier research about embroidery methods with conductive yarn [3], the needle yarn is
normal yarn and the bottom yarn is conductive yarn.
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3. Validation Experiment of Stitching Connection 
3.1. Measurement of Validation Experiment 

The validation experiment was inspired by earlier research wherein textile-embed-
ded solid solar cells and textile wires connected via tape have been shown to withstand 
50 machine washings [2]. In this research, the solar cell textile components were delami-
nated after 15 machine washings, and the energy-harvesting capability was detected by 
measuring the direct current (DC) of individual solar cell components with an AMPROBE 
multimeter. All measurements were carried out with only one stable IKEA table lamp as 
the light source and in the same light position. The schematic of harvesting capacity meas-
urement is shown in Figure 4. For each measurement, the density of light was measured 
with a luxmeter, which is Luxómetro RS PRO ILM1332A. 
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Figure 3. Layer structure of a waterproof textile-encapsulated solar cell module.

3. Validation Experiment of Stitching Connection
3.1. Measurement of Validation Experiment

The validation experiment was inspired by earlier research wherein textile-embedded
solid solar cells and textile wires connected via tape have been shown to withstand
50 machine washings [2]. In this research, the solar cell textile components were delami-
nated after 15 machine washings, and the energy-harvesting capability was detected by
measuring the direct current (DC) of individual solar cell components with an AMPROBE
multimeter. All measurements were carried out with only one stable IKEA table lamp as
the light source and in the same light position. The schematic of harvesting capacity mea-
surement is shown in Figure 4. For each measurement, the density of light was measured
with a luxmeter, which is Luxómetro RS PRO ILM1332A.
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3.2. Result of Validation Experiment 
Table 1 shows the DC between contact areas of the solar cells before and after the 

stitching method and after the textile embedding–15 machine washings–textile delamina-
tion process. The results show that the performance of the solar cells of each sample re-
mains almost unchanged, which indicates the durability of the developed solar textile 
component. 

Table 1. Solar cell performance at every stage. 
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3 359.2 353.2 351.3 

Reference: solar cell without wire 4 362.7 346.8 354.8 

Solar textile sample with wire 
5 351.6 332.1 292.7 
6 363.1 328.4 295.5 
7 357.2 350.4 330.4 

Reference: solar cell with wire 8 354.5 328.6 357.6 
Light intensity (lx)  1247 1250 1271 

4. Conclusions 
The study confirmed the suitability of the stitching method for connecting textile 

wires to conductive areas on flexible solar cells. Moreover, the performance of the solar 
cells after 15 washing machine cycles remains almost constant, which indicates the wash-
ing durability of the textile solar cell using stitching connection. Stitching is a potential 
method wherein textile encapsulation protects the solar cell from water. 

The connection technology can be optimized by different stitch parameters, different 
flexible solar cells, and different textile wires. 

In addition, 15 washes are not sufficient to replicate the needs of textile solar cell ap-
plications. The effect of humidity on long-term use should be studied; more washing and 
use cycles that simulate full application and the real conditions of use are required to ver-
ify the feasibility of the stitching connection method. 
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Figure 4. Schematic of harvesting capacity measurement.

3.2. Result of Validation Experiment

Table 1 shows the DC between contact areas of the solar cells before and after
the stitching method and after the textile embedding–15 machine washings–textile
delamination process. The results show that the performance of the solar cells of each
sample remains almost unchanged, which indicates the durability of the developed solar
textile component.

Table 1. Solar cell performance at every stage.

Solar Cell No.
Current (I/µA)

Before Stitching After Stitching After Washing 15

Solar textile sample without wire
1 354.8 347.9 375.8
2 351.8 345.8 352.1
3 359.2 353.2 351.3

Reference: solar cell without wire 4 362.7 346.8 354.8

Solar textile sample with wire
5 351.6 332.1 292.7
6 363.1 328.4 295.5
7 357.2 350.4 330.4

Reference: solar cell with wire 8 354.5 328.6 357.6

Light intensity (lx) 1247 1250 1271

4. Conclusions

The study confirmed the suitability of the stitching method for connecting textile wires
to conductive areas on flexible solar cells. Moreover, the performance of the solar cells
after 15 washing machine cycles remains almost constant, which indicates the washing
durability of the textile solar cell using stitching connection. Stitching is a potential method
wherein textile encapsulation protects the solar cell from water.

The connection technology can be optimized by different stitch parameters, different
flexible solar cells, and different textile wires.

In addition, 15 washes are not sufficient to replicate the needs of textile solar cell
applications. The effect of humidity on long-term use should be studied; more washing
and use cycles that simulate full application and the real conditions of use are required to
verify the feasibility of the stitching connection method.
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